The government on Monday banned flights from the UK till December 31 amid a surge in Covid cases in the country, with the new mutant variant having an unusually large reproduction number.

The ban, effective from midnight, comes after reports of a new variant strain which was first detected in southeast England in late December and is quickly becoming the dominant strain in that region and in Europe. Britain expects it to spread in the coming weeks.

The government had earlier banned air travel from Britain with effect from December 22, and the aviation ministry had issued a notification for a complete ban on December 23.

Police were on alert at airport terminals as flights were to be sent to a remote place for decontamination.

The government also banned the entry of British nationals in the country with effect from January 4, 2021. The ban extends to those who arrived in the country on or after December 22.

Noting the sudden rise in Covid cases, KCR government, especially the health department, has now realised that it's not possible to take up recruitment drives.

According to the annual report released by Telangana's health department, the government has now realised that it's not possible to take up recruitment drives.

As a result, the process would get delayed due to complications in the number of traffic violators, KCR government, especially the health department.

Speaking to reporters on Monday, KCR government, especially the health department, made it clear that the process would get delayed due to complications in the number of traffic violators.
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The writing is on the wall for Mamata Banerjee

India halts UK Flights over new UK virus
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There is no need to panic”. Murthy was quoted as saying in a Press Trust of India report. He cautioned immigrants from Karnataka. He said that the situation under control and “there is no need to panic”.

Genomics and Integrative Biology (KIGB), IISER Pune, said that the new variant of coronavirus has been detected in India through genome sequencing. The government has said that the new strain is being monitored. The first case of the new strain was detected in a passenger who arrived from the UK.
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There is a significant decrease in occurrence of homicides and property offenses like murders, rapes, dacoity, robbery, theft and other crimes. The city has witnessed a decrease in crime rate by 10% in 2020 compared to 2019. During this year, the city recorded a reduction in crime rate to 0.53 per cent.
New farm laws will hit ryots hard, says Jagadish

Bandi vows to develop Karimnagar

Raja Singh urges govt to ban cow slaughter

Sloth bears fall into well, rescued

File objections on vacation petition: HC

T.S. reverts to old system for property registrations

Congress suppressed my voice: Vijayashanti

Expediting R&B works in Sircilla: Collector

Chandrababu has been scheduled to hold a review meeting on December 19 to decide whether to file an appeal against the High Court order calling the meeting was cancelled. The government had filed a review petition against the High Court order calling last week which had asked the state government to complete the road works being done in the urban area of Mahabubnagar and Mandagopal to avoid the construction of the project.

The Central and State governments, launching the schemes for the benefit of the people, have been raking in large amounts of money that benefit the people in the state. They have been criticized for not reaching the people in need.

The government had promised to ensure that the new system will ensure transparency and no discretion will be exercised in the process. The court made it clear that the state government cannot adopt any course of action that is contrary to the law.

The new system, introduced to replace the old one, is expected to prevent corruption and ensure that the money received is used for the intended purpose.

The government had promised to ensure that the new system will ensure transparency and no discretion will be exercised in the process. The court made it clear that the state government cannot adopt any course of action that is contrary to the law.

The new system, introduced to replace the old one, is expected to prevent corruption and ensure that the money received is used for the intended purpose.
India has lowest number of COVID-19 deaths per million globally

The scientific community, he added, had very often been the occasion, was continuously straining and contending to what was necessary to combat and understand any aspect of COVID-19 so that the Centre has all the tools at its disposal.

Mumbai coastal road to be functional in July 2023: BMC chief

The6-km coastal road running along the western coast of Mumbai is expected to be made functional by July 2023, BMC Commissioner Anil Phanse said on Monday.

Kishor's comment likely to hit BJP in West Bengal

Teji Bachchan was born in Faisalabad, Pakistan in 1914 and was married to Hindu poet Harivansh Rai Bachchan for 62 years till his death in 2003.

On alert, no need to panic: Govt

A day after Home Minister Amit Shah left West Bengal, following a two-day high-voltage campaign in the state, the Union Home Ministry on Tuesday stated that the BJP’s claim that Shah was spreading the panic was completely false.

BJP MP’s wife joins TMC

Dinesh Trivedi’s wife joined TMC on Tuesday, a day after West Bengal Assembly elections. Sudeep Bhattacharya is contesting as TMC candidate from Bolpur constituency.
Nepal on the boil

As Oli dissolves House, losing the majority to challengers, it’s time for India to manoeuvre the crisis to its advantage

The situation in Nepal is fast developing, and it seems that India may have to step up its diplomatic efforts to ensure that the crisis does not spiral out of control. Nepal’s prime minister, Oli, has dissolved the parliament and called for early elections, which has set off a political crisis in the country. The move has been met with mixed reactions, with some calling it a step towards democracy and others viewing it as a planned move to stay in power.

India, being a close neighbour of Nepal, has a vested interest in ensuring that the political crisis in Nepal does not spill over to its borders. The country has a significant Nepali population, and any unrest in Nepal could have implications for India’s internal security. India has been diplomatic in its approach, urging all parties to engage in a dialogue to resolve the crisis peacefully.

On the other hand, Nepal’s move to dissolve the parliament and call for elections is likely to be viewed with scepticism by some in India, who may see it as a tactic to stay in power. The move comes at a time when India is already dealing with a range of internal challenges, including the COVID-19 pandemic, and any unrest in Nepal could divert resources and attention from India’s own issues.

India has a long history of cooperation with Nepal, and it is likely to continue to play a role in ensuring that the political crisis in Nepal does not escalate. The country has a significant investment in Nepal’s stability, and any unrest in Nepal could have implications for India’s own security.
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The predominant political climate has only two seasons: Brief springs and very long winters.

LUTIA GUPTA

Just as the UDAY scheme was intended to extinguish the liabilities of the dispersed, the proposed electricity distribution reform programme means too, seeks to give them on a platter

The regime is also an admirer of improving the reliability and quality of power supply, so there is a real chance that it might start getting things right.

The UDAY scheme was intended to extinguish the liabilities of the dispersed, the proposed electricity distribution reform programme means too, seeks to give them on a platter

The regime is also an admirer of improving the reliability and quality of power supply, so there is a real chance that it might start getting things right.
S$107 mn in NIIF's master fund

The National Investment and Infrastructure Fund (NIIF) on Monday announced a USD 2.3 billion master fund from Canada’s Pension Investment Fund (PIF) and the International Development Fund of the World Bank. The master fund is expected to be the final close of the master fund, which has already attracted USD 2.3 billion from the three investors, the overall size of the fund is now USD 2.5 billion. The fund is targeting to raise USD 2.1 billion in gross equity funding.

For hospitality and tourism sector, 2021 is all about survival, recovery

As the sanitizer cented coronavirus effect has hit India, hospitality and tourism sector are facing difficulties that these quarters has been virtually shut down and no business ad to help to its 15 lakh crew, and also the industry is looking forward to govern- ment to take some steps and help to recover in 2022. With tourism business almost at a standstill, the travel and tourism sector is facing challenges to provide targeted support to the vulnerable tourism sector. In many countries, the tourism industry is facing a survival crisis, to help them many countries announced some kind of rescue plans.

GMR Infra gets nod for rejig plan

GMR Infrastructure on Monday said it received the necessary nod from stock exchanges, other necessary bodies and Puducherry on its proposed restructuring exercise as part of its airport vertical business.

Isuzu Motors India to hike vehicle prices by up to 5.6 per cent

Isuzu Motors India on Monday said it will increase the vehicle prices, up to 5.6 per cent across its entire model range, effective from January 1. The price hike is due to the combination of various reasons like increase in input costs in the recent times.

Mahindra’s Ssangyong Motors files for bankruptcy

Mahindra & Mahindra’s Ssangyong Motors India on Monday said it is in the process of filing for bankruptcy protection in the US court as the company is facing financial difficulties, and the company is unable to service its debts.
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The National Investment and Infrastructure Fund (NIIF) on Monday announced a USD 2.3 billion master fund from Canada’s Pension Investment Fund (PIF) and the International Development Fund of the World Bank. The master fund is expected to be the final close of the master fund, which has already attracted USD 2.3 billion from the three investors, the overall size of the fund is now USD 2.5 billion. The fund is targeting to raise USD 2.1 billion in gross equity funding.

Housing sales to fall 47 pc in 2020 across 7 top cities

Housing sales in seven top cities, including Mumbai, New Delhi, Bangalore, Kolkata, Chennai, Hyderabad and Pune, are expected to fall by 47 pc in 2020 against 2019. The sales in these seven cities account for over 80 pc of the total housing sales in India, according to the latest report by property consultant Knight Frank.
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**K. RAMESH**

The new year 2020 started off with a bang, as it was a year of unprecedented challenges and changes. The pandemic, which began in December 2019, spread rapidly across the globe, leading to the closure of schools, businesses, and travel restrictions. The pandemic forced people to adapt to new ways of living, working, and socializing. The world was in a state of shock and uncertainty, as the virus continued to spread with no clear end in sight.

The pandemic not only affected the health of people but also had a significant impact on the economy. Jobs were lost, businesses closed, and many people struggled to make ends meet. The pandemic also highlighted the importance of healthcare, as the world came to realize how much we rely on healthcare professionals to keep us safe.

The pandemic also had a significant impact on the media. The media played a crucial role in keeping people informed about the pandemic, but it also had to adapt to new ways of working, as journalists had to find ways to continue reporting while adhering to social distancing rules.

The pandemic also affected the entertainment industry, as movie theaters and music venues were closed, and many events were canceled. However, the industry found ways to adapt, with many artists performing online and new forms of entertainment, such as streaming services, becoming more popular.

The pandemic also had a significant impact on the environment, as people began to realize the importance of reducing their carbon footprint and taking care of the planet. The pandemic also highlighted the importance of mental health, as people struggled to cope with the stress and uncertainty of the situation.

While the pandemic was a challenging time for everyone, it also brought people closer together, as people worked together to find solutions and support those in need. The pandemic also showed the importance of resilience and adaptability, as people found ways to overcome the challenges of the situation.

The pandemic also highlighted the importance of the media in reporting the news and providing information to help people navigate the situation. The media played a crucial role in keeping people informed and in providing support and resources to those in need.

The pandemic was a challenging time for everyone, but it also showed the importance of resilience and adaptability, as people found ways to overcome the challenges of the situation. The pandemic also highlighted the importance of the media in reporting the news and providing information to help people navigate the situation.

The pandemic was a challenging time for everyone, but it also showed the importance of resilience and adaptability, as people found ways to overcome the challenges of the situation. The pandemic also highlighted the importance of the media in reporting the news and providing information to help people navigate the situation.
Sunny Leone starts shooting Vikram Bhatt’s web-series

Singer Benny Dayal on how Bruno Mars inspires his music

Ariana Grande announces engagement

Fun
Chai Bisket announces foray into production with Lahari music label

P ioneering platform Chai Bisket, which has over 1000+ videos on its library, on Wednesday launched its production house Chai Bisket Films. They will be partnering with audio label Lahari Lahari Films to roll out a history of (President of Lahari Lahari Films, said, “As a 45-year-old music company, feature films have been an area of interest for us for a while now. Currently, we’re already making films in Kannada, and Chai Bisket Films is our partner for Telugu in the feature film industry. We like the young energy they bring in and our philosophies and vision coincide. Through a video, both the production houses, which have signed some young makers, also said the first look of their maiden film will be unveiled on January 1st.

Avika Gor on a roll

After staging a comeback to Telugu cinema with Raju Gari Gadhi 3, Avika has landed projects with Naveen Chandra (the remake of Marathi super hit Happy Journey) and Kalyaan Dhev. She has now signed a key role in Vikram Kumar’s Thank You; starring Naga Chaitanya, reports NAGARAJ G0UD.

Tamannaah celebrates b’day on Seetimaarr sets

B efore the actor’s birthday on Monday, Tamannaah Bhatia cut a cake with the cast and crew of Seetimaarr during the weekend in Hyderabad. The ‘Thank You’ moment! Celebrating our very own Twinkle Bhaadly @Tamannaabhatia’s birthday on our #Seetimaarr sets Ootiuminence in love is what we all got for you. Shine on! (Inc.), director Santosh Sivan posted on Twitter on Monday. The action packed Kabaddi coach turned Ready in his sports drama. She took to the film was unveiled on Monday to coincide with her birthday.

Red sticks to Sankranti

W ith films like KGF Chapter 2, Ala Vaikuntapuram Lo and Thalapathy, the south Sankranti spot is also set to fire up in cinema halls, the late of Telugu in the area. However, on Monday, the unstated that the film makers will set the stage for the traditional first shot, while the state government will present a letter to the project’s director Trivikram Srinivas. The actor will arrive for the film’s traditional first shot, while the event is also being organized by Lahari Lahari. The film will move from shoots beyond its mid-year schedule at the event. The directors are with which the entire team will present the film. The film’s trailer will be released online on the occasion along with good wishes from the state government.

5Ws is inspired from a real-life incident of a cop: Makers

T he makers of Paul Rajput-starrer 5Ws, which was announced on Monday, who worked in and they are targeting a...
Ireland's best chance to win was in Adelaide: Haddin

Singles

Gaspar wants Kohli open and_test

Injured Babar, Imam out of 1st NZ Test

Kallis appointed England coach for new cricket stadium

Melbourne: Former Australia wicketkeeper Brad Haddin said he wished India had done better in winning the second Test against Australia but was still optimistic about the team's chances. "I think our team is very good. It's just that we have to execute better," Haddin added.

India could not hold onto its last wicket in a game

Boxing Day Test will decide series fate: Burns

Real Madrid move level with Atletico at top